ANNOUNCING THE
PAUL NEIBACK FOUNDERS PRIZE
THROUGH RACHEL CARSON COLLEGE

Paul Neiback was the founding Provost of College 8 (now Rachel Carson College) in 1972 to 73. In his honor, a group of friends and alumni have created an endowment to fund an annual $2,500 to a UCSC student whose work contributes original and innovative insight into the idea and practices environmental analysis and planning in the urban and built environment.

ALL UCSC AS STUDENTS OF ANY COLLEGE OR MAJOR ARE ELIGIBLE

To be eligible for the Prize the students work must be exceptional. It may take form of a senior thesis, internship, field project, community service or any other work that is appropriately supervised and credited.

The content may range from practical to theoretical. It may be an artistic endeavor. It may be a critique or proposal. It may be strongly conventional or it may be something quite daring and original. An and all approaches are welcome.

Nominations for the student must be made by a UCSC faculty, lecturer, staff or project mentor and submitted to the Provost of Rachel Carson College.

carsonprovost@ucsc.edu

The application and more information can be found at https://rachelcarson.ucsc.edu/academics/Niebanck.html

Submission deadline: May 15, 2023

If you have any questions please contact Rachel Carson Provost (carsonprovost@ucsc.edu) or College Academic Manager (swaghela@ucsc.edu)